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1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Mathematical models have long been generating quantitative information in epidemiology and providing useful guidelines to outbreak management and policy development. Epidemiology is essentially a population biology discipline concerned with public health. As such, epidemiology is thus heavily influenced by mathematical theory. The reason is that most phenomena observed at a population level are often complex and difficult to deduce from the characteristics of an isolated individual. For example, the prevalence of a disease in a population is only indirectly connected to the course of disease in an individual. In this context, the use of mathematical models aims to unearth processes from a large-scale perspective. One of the primary aims of epidemic modelling is helping to understand the spread of diseases in host populations, both in time and space. Indeed, the processes of systematically clarifying inherent model assumptions, interpreting its variables, and estimating parameters are invaluable in uncovering precisely the mechanisms giving rise to the observed patterns. Mathematical modelling and simulation are important decision tools that can be useful to control human and animal diseases. However, since each disease exhibits its own particular biological characteristics, the models need to be adapted to each specific case in order to be able to tackle real situations. The corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has led to high morbidity and mortality in China, Europe, and the United States, triggering unprecedented public health crises throughout the world. On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 as a global pandemic. COVID-19 is caused by a novel corona virus which is now named severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). SARS-CoV-2 is regarded as the third zoonotic human coronavirus emerging in the current century, after SARS-CoV in 2002 and the Middle East respiratory syndrome corona virus (MERS-CoV) in 2012. One of the most fundamental quantities used by epidemiologists is certainly the basic reproduction number$R_{0}$. For micro-parasites it is defined as the expected number of secondary cases following the introduction of one infectious individual into a fully susceptible population. It is understood from here that $R_{0}$ has a threshold value in the sense that a disease must have $R_{0} > 1$to invade a host population; otherwise it disappears right after its introduction.

According to the WHO report ([@bib39]), all over the world, as of August 8th^,^ 2020, there have been 19, 187, 943 confirmed cases of COVID-19, including 716, 075 deaths, reported to WHO. The number of confirmed cases in India has 2,088,611 and 42,518 deaths; United States of America (USA) has 4,836,930 and 158,606; Brazil has 2,912,212 and 98,493 deaths, Spain has 314,362 and 28,503 deaths; Italy has 249,756 and 35,190 deaths; Russian Federation has 882,347 and 14,854 deaths; South Africa has 545,476 and 9909 deaths; Saudi Arabia has 285,793 and 3093 deaths; Australia has risen to 20,272 and 266 deaths. The WHO has termed this current epidemic as a [global emergency](https://www.who.int/news-room/detail/30-01-2020-statement-on-the-second-meeting-of-the-international-health-regulations-(2005)-emergency-committee-regarding-the-outbreak-of-novel-coronavirus-(2019-ncov)){#intref0010}, and it is a public health responsibility at a massive scale. Knowledge is being discovered every day, and the acquisition of it needs to continue to be validated by evidence-based processes in order to ensure its credibility and usability.

The epidemic was primarily determined in Wuhan, China, in Dec 2019, through the majority near the beginning holder's organism accounted into the town. On the whole, globally send abroad holders accounted time have the past of journey to Wuhan ([@bib7]). In the premature phases for a novel transmittable illness epidemic, this is critical to recognize the spread progress for the contamination. Camacho et al. ([@bib4]) modified the evaluation in spread after a while could make available profound knowledge toward the epidemics condition. Funk et al. ([@bib8]) and Riley et al. ([@bib29]) identified whether outburst manage methods are possessing a quantifiable consequence. Aforementioned analysis be capable of notifying prophecies regarding probable potential enlargement (Viboud et al. ([@bib36])), assist approximation danger to previous nationals (Cooper et al. ([@bib6])) and lead the intend of substitute organization of events (Kucharski et al. ([@bib18]). Nevertheless, there are quite a lot of issues to that investigates, predominantly in the genuine occasion. This might be an impediment to indication manifestation ensuing starting the hatching stage also an obstacle to authentication of holders consequence on or after disclosure and evidence capability (Aylward et al. ([@bib1])).

Mathematical Modelling move towards can description to those impediments in addition to ambiguity with unambiguously integrating delayed effecting as of the accepted the past of diseases and disclosure developments (Nishiura et al. ([@bib25]). Moreover, human being data foundations might be prejudiced, unfinished, or only imprison convinced characteristics to the outburst kinematics. Data amalgamation methods, this vigorous to manifold information resources instead of sole information, set might facilitate additional healthy inference of the fundamental flow of spread with loud facts (Birrell et al. ([@bib3]) and Baguelin et al. ([@bib2])). Wu and McGoogan ([@bib41]) established that eighty-one percentage of holders are of kind indication (with no pneumonitis or merely placid pneumonitis), fourteen percentage be a cruel holder through complexity in respiration, also five percentage be crucial with a resuscitator failure, septicemia, numerous organ dysfunction or breakdown. Recently, Krishna and Prakash ([@bib16]) have described enlarging a phase-based mathematical modelling to specify the transferability of COVID 19 disease.

Ivorra et al. ([@bib15]) developed a new θ-SEIHRD mathematical model (not a SIR, SEIR or other general purpose model), which takes into account the known special characteristics of this disease, as the existence of infectious undetected cases and the different sanitary and infectiousness conditions of hospitalized people. Coronavirus disease 2019 is an infectious disease emerging in China in December 2019 that has rapidly spread around China and many other countries and has been discussed by Wang et al. ([@bib38]). Chen et al. ([@bib5]) explored the controlling of COVID-19 in China during mass population movements at New Year. Yang et al. ([@bib42]) developed a mathematical model to investigate the epidemic development of COVID-19 in China. Based on a modified susceptible-exposed-infectious-recovered (SEIR) compartmental framework, they predicted the magnitude and timing of the epidemic peak and the final epidemic size under various intervention strategies. This is a typical example of employing mathematical modelling techniques to study the transmission and spread of COVID-19. Wu et al. ([@bib40]) introduced a SEIR model to describe the transmission dynamics of COVID-19 in China and forecasted the national and global spread of the disease, based on reported data from December 31, 2019 to January 28, 2020. Tang et al. ([@bib33]) incorporated the clinical progression of the disease, the individual epidemiological status and the intervention measures into their model, and found that intervention strategies such as intensive contact tracing followed by quarantine and isolation can effectively reduce the control reproduction number and the transmission risk. Li et al. ([@bib22]) applied a meta-population SEIR model and Bayesian inference to infer critical epidemiological characteristics in China, and their estimates showed that about 86% of all infections were undocumented prior to January 23, 2020. Leung et al. \[[22](http://jphe.amegroups.com/article/view/5974/html){#intref0015}\] quantified the transmissibility and severity of COVID-19 in mainland Chinese locations outside Hubei province and simulated the potential consequences of relaxing restrictions in anticipation of a second epidemic wave in China. Wang ([@bib37]) discussed applications, limitations and potentials of mathematical models for COVID-19. Neufeld et al. ([@bib24]) investigated the effects of social distancing in controlling the impact of the COVID-19 epidemic using a simple susceptible-infected-removed epidemic model. Overton et al. ([@bib27]) discussed on parameter estimation in the presence of known biases in the data, and the effect of non-pharmaceutical interventions in enclosed subpopulations, such as households and care homes. It is illustrated these methods by applying them to the COVID-19 pandemic. A simple and direct projection of the outbreak spreading potential and the pandemic cessation dates in Chinese mainland, Iran, the Philippines and Chinese Taiwan, using the generalized logistic model has been discussed by [Sharon](https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468042720300270){#intref0020} and [Aharoni](https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2468042720300270){#intref0025} ([@bib32]).

Keeping the above aforementioned facts, in this paper, an exact numerical representation of COVID 19 stretch through four data sets includes Wuhan and exterior Wuhan. It is approximated in what way broaden in Wuhan changed connecting the first two months 2020. It is utilized those finds to weigh up the probable for continued among humans stretch to come about in places external Wuhan stipulation cases are commenced. In order to measure the near the beginning kinematics of spreading the disease, we equipped a Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Removed (SEIR) framework (Lin et al. ([@bib21])) to manifold openly accessible data sets on holders in Wuhan and worldwide outputted holders from Wuhan. We suited four data sets to, every day many novel worldwide outputted holders, by date of the beginning, as of Jan 26th, 2020; every day some fresh cases in Wuhan, with date of an onslaught, connecting Dec. 1st, 2019, & Jan. 1st, 2020; every day some new-fangled cases in China, by date of an onslaught, connecting Dec 29th, 2019, & Jan 23rd, 2020; and the amount of contaminated travellers on emigration flights flanked by Jan. 29th, 2020 & Feb 4th, 2020. Also, we utilized a supplementary two data sets for review through representation outlets: every day many novels performed holders as of Wuhan in top 20 mainly at-risk countries with elevated connectivity to Wuhan by date of authentication, as of Feb 11, 2020, and information on fresh reiterated holders announced in Wuhan connecting Jan 16th, 2020, and Feb 11th, 2020.

2. Development of mathematical model {#sec2}
====================================

We segregated human beings into four contamination groups of pupils, as of the following. Susceptible, revealed (not so far transmittable), transmittable & separated (*i.e.*, inaccessible, healthier, or else no longest transmittable). The physical structure of the frame work is as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} .Fig. 1The physical structure of SEIR modelling.Fig. 1

In SEIR scaffold, the whole inhabitants dimension $N$ through two additional courses: $D$ impersonation the communal discernment of jeopardy observing many cruel as well as significant holders and died, and $C$ characterizing many accumulative holders (announced or else). Assume $S,$ $E,$ and $I$ signify the vulnerable, uncovered and transmittable inhabitants and $R$ correspond to the isolated inhabitants (i.e., get welled or not live).

We assumed the spread rate function put together in He et al. ([@bib10]). It modelled the discipline idiom consequence through the effect of law-making deed. Seeing as the previous must stay to the recent. Also, it is assumed a phase of animal nature spreading through the last month of 2019. We denote $F$ is the animal nature spreading as a phased function that acquire "$0$" subsequent to the crease downwards of seafood market Huanan (most probably).

It is modelled the sustained one-to-one spread of COVID-19 subsequent to those date, together with the mass departure of five million inhabitants previous to Wuhan was legitimately sheltered down. Thus, a mathematical model is put together as follows:$$\frac{dS}{dt} = - \frac{\beta_{0}\ S\ F}{N} - \frac{\beta\left( t \right)\ S\ I}{N} - \mu S$$ $$\frac{dE}{dt} = \frac{\beta_{0}\ S\ F}{N} + \frac{\beta\left( t \right)\ S\ I}{N} - \left( \sigma + \mu \right)E$$ $$\frac{dI}{dt} = \sigma\ E - \left( \gamma + \mu \right)I$$ $$\frac{dR}{dt} = - \mu R + \gamma I$$ $$\frac{dN}{dt} = - \mu N$$ $$\frac{dD}{dt} = d\gamma I - \lambda D$$ $$\frac{dC}{dt} = \sigma\ E$$where,$$\beta\left( t \right) = \beta_{0}\left( 1 - \alpha \right)\left( {1 - \frac{D}{N}} \right)^{K}$$

It is originated through presuming this the fundamental reproduction number, $R_{0} = \frac{\beta_{0}}{\gamma}\ \frac{\sigma}{\sigma + \mu} = 2.8$ (Imai et al. ([@bib13])) when $\alpha = 0$, by using the next generation matrix method (van den Driessche and Watmough ([@bib35])). The instance component was through year if not indicated. The spreading rate $\beta\left( t \right)$ integrates the blow of governmental action, as well as the diminishing contacts along with persons responded to the fraction of demises. Also we integrate the persons leaving Wuhan ahead of the quarantining through as the representation. It is assumed the zoonotic holders merely create consequences through last month of 2019 (Huang et al. ([@bib12])), the consequence of law-making exploit commences on January 23, 2020 (in exacting, $\alpha = 0.42492$during 23rd--29th Jan. 2020 & later $\alpha = 0.84781$), the evacuation from Wuhan commences on Dec. 31, 2019 as well as ends on January 22, 2020. In this epidemic it looks as if children were spared. Merely 0.899% holders were beginning age fifteen otherwise fewer (Guan et al. ([@bib9])), whereas in China, less than fourteen years are 17.198%. According to this result, we assumed ten percent of the inhabitants are 'confined'.

Latest studies explained the successive period of COVID-19 might be seeing that the midpoint incubation time is as short as four days (Guan et al. ([@bib9])) & diminutive as five days (Nishiura et al. ([@bib26])). These features imply small latent time along with transmittable period. Consequently, it is agree to comparatively three days of shorter mean latent period and four days of average infectious phase. Dissimilarity from (He et al. ([@bib10])), it is used the harsh holders as well as demises in the person response function, as an alternative of demises merely. Also, it enhances the strength of action of the government and hence the modelling results (holders enhancement) largely equal the monitored, through an exposure ratio. Specifically just a percentage through the representation produced casings would be announced. Numerous facts and swots, Tuite and Fisman ([@bib34]), Zhao et al. ([@bib44]) and Zhao et al. ([@bib43]) recommended the exposure ratio was time-altering. It is recapitulated significant parameters in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} .Table 1The parameters description.Table 1ParameterDescriptionValue/Rangecomment$F$Number of zoonotic cases0--10Stepwise function$N_{0}$Initial population size10 millionconstant$S_{0}$Initial susceptible population0.9$N_{0}$constant$\alpha$Governmental action strength0, 0.4239, 0.8478Stepwise function$\beta_{0}$Rate of spreading0.5944, 1.68 per dayStepwise function$K$Intensity of responds1111.7constant$\mu$Rate of emigration0, 0.00205 per dayStepwise function$\sigma^{- 1}$Mean latent period3 daysconstant$\gamma^{- 1}$Mean infectious period5 daysconstant$d$Proportion of severe cases0.2constant$\lambda^{- 1}$Mean duration of public reaction11.2 daysconstant

3. Results and discussion {#sec3}
=========================

We calculated approximately that basic reproduction number $R_{0}$ varying throughout January 2020, through median assessments spanning as of 1·5 to 2·5 connecting Jan 1st, 2020, and the beginning of journey restrictions on Jan 23rd, 2020 ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} ). We approximated a decline in $R_{0}$ in overdue January, starting 2·4 (95 percent Class Interval 1·18--4·79) on Jan 16th, one week previous to the restrictions, to 1·08 (0·43--2·41) on Jan 31st^,^ 2020.Fig. 2Basic Reproduction number over time.Fig. 2

The modelling repeated the experimental and chronological the tendency of holders inside Wuhan and holders transported around the world. The paradigm apprehended the tremendous increment in casing it was shown that in near the beginning Jan 2020, the increasing number of transported case outbreaks within Jan 15th to Jan 23rd, 2020, and the predominance of infectivity computed on 10 mass departure flights beginning Wuhan towards 7 countries. We calculated approximately that ninety-five percent of the Wuhan residents be immobile responsive happening Jan 31st, 2020 ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} ). The present outcomes have shown that, ten times additional diagnostic holders through Wuhan in delayed Jan 2020 than be announced as authenticated holders ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} ), since the modelling do not anticipate the reduce speed in holders that be pragmatic inside near the beginning of Feb 2020.Fig. 3New Cases (NC) conformed over time.Fig. 3Fig. 4Cases International Onsets (CIO) over time.Fig. 4

We noticed from [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} , we calculated approximately that ninety five percent of cases would ultimately have perceptible symptoms; hence mainly illnesses these be transported around the world starting Wuhan in delayed Jan 2020 be in conjecture ultimately perceptible. As a crisis simulation, it is repetitive investigation through a huge number of primary holders, unlike motility data, as well as the supposition that pre-symptomatic holders might provided. Though those investigations, we noticed the similar consequence of a refuse in $R_{0}$ starting in excess of two to roughly one in the preceding two weeks of Jan 2020.Fig. 5Prevalence pre-symptomatic (PPS) in China.Fig. 5

The paradigm is also reproduced the design of established transported holders through Wuhan, this has not unequivocally applied through the model suited ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 6New Cases International Exports (NCIE) conformed.Fig. 6

It is discovered that established as well as measured performed holders amongst the twenty nationals mainly attached in the direction of China commonly pertained through one another, like United States of America, Italy, Australia, Spain and India as distinguished extremes, having had additional reiterated cases indicated with a journey record to Wuhan than would be anticipated in the pattern ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} ). There was testimony that the larger share of cases was emblematic.Fig. 7Conformed international Exports (CIE).Fig. 7

To investigate the ability for innovative outbreaks to set up in places outer surface of Wuhan, we applied our results of the $R_{0}$ to pretend latest outbreaks with ability own-point variation in delivery (i.e., referred super spreading events) (Riou and Althaus ([@bib30])). Aforementioned difference augments the delicateness through spreading successions, doing it a smaller amount probably this occurrence will be seize subsequent a solitary prelude. If transportation is supplementary consistent, through the total transmittable particulars producing an identical quantity of subsidiary holders, this has in all probability than an epidemic might be determined (Lloyd et al. ([@bib23])).

The median of basic reproduction number $R_{0}$ measured in the course of Jan 2020 before travel constraints were presented, we measured that a sole launching of COVID-19 through SARS or MERS-similar to person-grade dissimilarity in despatching include a seventeen towards twenty five percentage probability of resulting a large outbreak ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 8Probability (P) that a single case will lead to a large outbreak.Fig. 8

It is assumed SARS-similar to disparity and Wuhan-similar to spread, we calculated approximately this some time ago 4 or additional diseases enclose be initiated into a new spot, elicits fifteen percent probability that an epidemic will arise ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} ).Fig. 9Probability (P) that a given number of introductions.Fig. 9

Compounding a mathematical modelling through numerous information sets, we established that the median every day the reproduction number $R_{0}$ of COVID-19 through Wuhan almost certainly speckled connecting 1·5 as well as 2·5 in Jan 2020, ahead of journey constraints be initiated. It is also measured this spread reduced by approximately half through the two weeks straddling the preface of constraints. The measured variations in $R_{0}$ be stimulated through improve as well as go down in the quantity of holders, mutually through Wuhan as well as worldwide, in addition to incidence on mass departure flights. Those variations might be the consequence of modifications through the performance contained the inhabitants near danger, or precise super spreading proceedings that expanded the typical approximation of broadcast (Kucharski and Althaus ([@bib17])).

We established a quantity of confirmation of a lessening in $R_{0}$ in the days earlier than the prologue of voyage constraints in Wuhan, which might have reflected outburst manage measures or increasingly consciousness of COVID-19 during such period. The ambiguity in our findings for $R_{0}$ following the refuse in near the beginning of Feb. 2020, outcome as of an insufficiency of information springs to update modifies within spread through source period. Benchmarking modelling prognostications with pragmatic established holders informed inside Wuhan, it is estimated that the modelling prognostications minimum 10 times superior holders than be found in near the beginning Feb 2020. Moreover the modelling do not in any way forecast the most current delay in containers, proposing that transportation might be refused in excess of present modelling, this is not suitable to this casing information found for the period of untimely Feb 2020.

Present results of worldwide casings through precise countries, it is widely recognized through the number of consequently established holders outer Wuhan. More cases had been passed to Spain, Italy, USA, France, as well as Australia comparison through what our cue anticipated. That might be the outcome boosted supervision and identification as a better understanding of COVID-19 enlarged in delayed Jan 2020, these recommend prior outputted cases puissance have been forgotten or possibly will be the consequence of augmented voyage out of Wuhan straight away before prelude of trek constraints on Jan 23, 2020. Under on calculated approximately reproduction number and available approximate of person-point the disparity in a spread on behalf of SARS-CoV in addition to MERS-CoV. It is established this a casing initiated in the direction of a novel place without unavoidably direct to an outbreak. Although the is as elevated as in Wuhan in near the beginning Jan 2020, it has taken quite a few presentations in favour of an epidemic to found, since far above the ground person-point disparity in spread made novel sequences of spread further easily broken, as well as consequently this develop into fewer probable this a disease might be producing an epidemic. These type of feature emphasizes the significance of hurried casing recognition as well as retrospectively separation in addition to another organize calculates in the direction of lessen the possibility of ahead chains of spread (Hallewell et al. ([@bib11])).

The assessment of mixing manifold information resources through the investigation of COVID-19 is highlighted. As an illustration, the quick augmentation of established casings internationally throughout delayed Jan 2020, through case entire in many cases evidently duplicating daily otherwise consequently, might be the outcome of inflation approximating to incredibly huge assessments if merely those new information tips be used through our investigation. Moreover, the outcomes contain repercussions in favour of evaluation of spread kinetics by making use of the quantity of outputted holders starting an unambiguous area (Imai et al. ([@bib14])).

Wide-ranging journey constraints are initiated at once, while their selves are through Wuhan, China, the indication commencing these figures acquires significantly feeble. If constraints as well as consequent postponements through uncovering of holders were not recorded and intended for, that might show the way to unnaturally stumpy approximations of or implied case sums from the evidently falling numbers of transported cases. It is beneficial as of the accessibility of tested information on or after migration aeroplanes, these are endorsed us to calculate approximately existing popularity. Holding that data designed for erstwhile adjustments, whichever from side to side extensive tested or serologically scrutiny might be important towards trim down confidence happening through holder information unaccompanied.

4. Limitations of the study {#sec4}
===========================

There are quite a few restrictions to our investigation. We used reasonable biological constraints for COVID-19 positioned on existing proof, but those standards force be sophisticated as more thorough information become accessible. Though, by felicitous to manifold information sets to deduce modelling parametric, and performing compassion computations on essential regions through ambiguity, it has endeavoured towards building the most excellent promising utilize through the accessible confirmation regarding COVID-19 spread energetic. Additionally, we applied candidly accessible network and threat calculate approximately located on international voyage information to forecast the number of holders transported and addicted to everyone national. Those calculate approximately has revealed high-quality conformity with the sharing of transported cases to rendezvous (Pullano et al. ([@bib28])) and are analogous to an additional hazard estimation for COVID-19 with dissimilar information (Lai et al. ([@bib19])).

Also it is supposed so as to the latent/concealed period is similar towards the period of incubation and all contaminated persons will ultimately turn into indicative. Though, there is substantiation that spread of COVID-19 can take place with a small number of detailed manifestations (Rothe et al. ([@bib31])). Hence, it is a sensibility examination in which spread might happen in the second part of the gestation period; it is no altering our taken as a whole winding up of refuse in from approximately 2.3 to more or less one during the preceding two weeks of Jan 2020. We also investigated possessing a well-built preliminary splash over the incident and using dissimilar resources for flight network information, together of which created the identical result about the refuse in the spread. In our investigation of fresh explosions, also we used evaluations of person-point disparity in a spread in favour of SARS as well as MERS-CoV in the direction of exemplifying latent forceful. But, it stays behind indistinct what the accurate magnitude of such disparity is for COVID-19. If broadcasts were additional homogenous than SARS-CoV or else MERS-CoV, it would amplify the hazard of outbursts subsequently presented holders. Supplementary information arises accessible, it desired to be probable to purify these forecasting, hence it is completed an online tool so that searchers can travel around these hazard projections if innovative information becomes accessible.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

Through clarifying rigorously the assumptions, the variables, and the parameters, the mathematical modelling consents to considerate the scrutinized spreading of COVID-19 in space and time. The present epidemiologic modelling further provides important conceptual results including the basic reproduction number. Delighted consequences demonstrated that there is almost certainly considerable disparity in COVID-19 spread in excess of instant, and recommend refuse in a spread in Wuhan, China in delayed Jan 2020, approximately the time that instructs measurements are established. If COVID-19 spread is determined beyond Wuhan, China comprehension the efficiently be in command of measures in dissimilar configurations ought to be essential for perception the kinetics of the outbreak, and the probability that spread can ultimately be enclosed or efficiently alleviated. Modelling is able to forever be sophisticated in the direction of pick up their vigorous to genuine information. However, more complex models are not always the best and it is the question under investigation that should dictate the optimal level of complexity. Finally, we also proposed a study of the impact of the percentage of recognition of cases and obtained that the magnitude of the epidemic can be significantly reduced when increasing this percentage. These results could be used as a recommendation to countries currently actively affected by COVID-19, like most populated countries India, Russian Federation, USA, and the other.
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